Reliable water sensor for additional security in your smart home: As soon as humidity or water touches the sensor, a loud alarm sound is triggered via the integrated siren. In addition, an alarm message is indicated via smartphone. This allows early intervention at any time to prevent major water damage.
EARLY DETECTION OF WATER LEAKS
If water or moisture is detected, caused by a defective washing machine for example, the water sensor immediately triggers an alarm: The integrated siren provides for a loud alarm in the house. And in case no one is at home, an alarm message is also sent to the users’ smartphone. This allows immediate action to be taken to keep water damage to a minimum.

ALARM ANYWHERE IN THE HOUSE
In addition, your home becomes even more secure with a Homematic IP Alarm Siren (e.g. HmIP-ASIR-2). If water or humidity are detected, a loud alarm sound is also triggered via the alarm siren.

PROTECT YOUR SMART HOME
The Homematic IP app provides a current overview of the smart home to ensure a secure feeling even when you are on the move. In case of water leaks, you will be immediately informed via push-notification and the Homematic IP app. With an integrated tilt sensor, movements or manipulation of the water sensor do not go unnoticed and will be indicated immediately.

IMMEDIATELY READY FOR USE
The water sensor can be placed at any location, next to the washing machine for example. It offers detection of humidity on different surfaces and adapts flexibly even to inclined grounds thanks to its spring-mounted measuring probes.

INDIVIDUAL TRIGGERING BEHAVIOUR
The alarm sound and duration can be individually selected. You can also define, whether the sensor should trigger in the event of moisture and/or water.